This paper will discuss the emergence and shortcomings of Yugoslav market socialism. The central theme is that markets without saleable property rights are an illusion. As Mises and Hayek have so clearly demonstrated, truly competitive markets require individual freedom and hence private property rights. Property rights are important because they help determine the actions individuals can take and the rewards that can be captured. It will be shown that although the Yugoslavs have approached a market-type economy, the lack of saleable claims to present values has tied workers to their firms. This constraint, together with the institution of workers' management, has prevented true capital and labor markets from emerging in Yugoslavia. Hence, non-human and human capital tend to be misallocated. The significance of this paper lies in a further clarification of the rule of property rights in shaping incentives and behavior under socialism.

We begin by considering the function of private property rights in a free market economy and the consequences for individual freedom when such rights are abolished. Next the case of Yugoslav market socialism is considered. First we explore the reasons that Yugoslavia switched from central planning to decentralized market socialism. We then examine some of the highlights of the 1961 and 1965 economic reforms. In particular, we observe their effects on the distribution structure and workers' claims to enterprise income. Finally, some implications of the reforms are considered. First, employment and investment behavior is discussed for "capital-rich" and "capital-poor" firms and industries. We then examine the impact of the reforms on interfirm and interindustry personal income-per-worker differentials, along with their implications for resource misallocation.

I. MARKETS WITHOUT PROPERTY: AN ILLUSION

Private enterprise rests on the individual's right to own non-human capital. Private property is characterized by (1) the freedom of choice in the use of property, (2) the freedom to buy and sell property — both part of individual freedom under private enterprise, and (3) the owner's right to capture income from (1) and (2). The effectiveness of appropriability is important because it affects one's incentive to direct resources to their highest valued uses. Appropriability, of course, is shaped by the existing set of institutions plus transactions costs.

The distinguishing feature of private "for-profit" firms is the exclusive right of owners to capitalize future expected income into its present value. This is made possible, of course, by the existence of capital markets in which owners can buy and sell ownership claims, including claims to current residual income. Hence, saleability of rights to present values means private owners will immediately bear the current and future value consequences of their present actions. For example, if the private capitalist misdirects investment, the lower future expected profits will immediately be capitalized in a lower market price of his assets or stock shares. Under private enterprise, therefore, the owner will have a strong incentive to monitor managerial behavior affecting
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the firm’s present value. In fact, this so-called “profit motive” is the driving force in the private enterprise, free-market economy. Saleability of property rights also allows individuals to specialize in ownership and risk-taking. Consequently, under private enterprise, ownership claims will tend to be held by those individuals most adept at directing capital to its highest valued uses. In sum, the benefits which emerge spontaneously from competitive capital markets depend on individual freedom to invest and organize production, and to capture the consequent rewards. That is, they depend on effective private property rights. The effectiveness of such rights, of course, depends on stable government by law; for unless government is limited by the “rule of law”, private property would be fictitious.

Ludwig von Mises has demonstrated that without private ownership of the means of production and money prices, economic calculation is impossible. He was reacting to the notion that pure socialism could abolish scarcity prices and still achieve an efficient allocation of resources. However, he also questioned whether quasi-markets for the means of production could replace private capital markets. It is here that Mises is yet to be fully heard. Many socialists, for example, believe in the possibility of imitating the free capital market without allowing private ownership. Hence, it is useful to review Mises’s line-of-argument.

Mises explained that without real competition based on private property rights, socialist markets could not duplicate the market process. He reasoned that without the right to capture present values, no one would have an incentive to find the least-cost production methods, nor to search for the highest valued uses of resources. In fact, since resource prices would be distorted, it would be impossible to minimize real costs. Hence, resources would tend to be misallocated.

Socialists, however, claim that decentralized socialism is possible since socialist managers could be instructed to act “as if” they were managing a private “for-profit” firm. Moreover they assume that the “instructors” would possess all the relevant knowledge available to market participants. Hence, quasi-markets in the means of production could emerge, even though no one could appropriate the returns to capital. Mises, of course, sees this as wishful thinking, since it is unlikely that socialist managers would seek to increase their firm’s wealth when the state would capture it. Moreover, no state agency would know how to efficiently direct the uses of resources, since the relevant information is dispersed among numerous individuals. Finally, government bureaucrats would have little incentive to enforce the present value maximization rule, since they have to share any profits or losses with society.

Mises has emphasized that competitive prices and profits are important only in a changing economy. In such an economy, capital must continuously be shifted from one use to another as consumer preferences change. The role of prices and profits is to guide the behavior of entrepreneurs and capitalists. Moreover, it is a mistake to think that the information contained in these signals is given; rather, it is the result of a continuous search process on the part of entrepreneurs and capitalists for higher returns on investment. The delusion of market socialists is that they think factor prices will automatically be known once product prices are determined. However, we know from Mises that:

It is not possible to eliminate from such markets the influence of the supply of capital from the capitalists and the demand for capital by the entrepreneurs, without destroying the mechanism itself.

Nevertheless, socialists persist in thinking that the state can achieve an optimum allocation of investment resources: the state simply has to distribute funds to those managers offering the highest return. These managers can then direct resources to where consumers value them most highly. The same objections that were raised above, however, apply equally well here. Socialists also fail to see that under socialism the more optimistic managers would tend to acquire investment funds, irrespective of the opportunity cost of capital. Under private enterprise, on the other hand, managerial opinion about prospective returns is never the ultimate determinant of investment allocation. Instead, it is the judgment of capitalists
about expected profits and risk which is the deciding factor. Needless to say, investment decisions will be more rational when private rather than public funds are used. Therefore, much of the analogy that socialists make between socialist managers and managers of joint stock companies is misplaced. Only the latter are effectively constrained by the incentive of private owners to enforce wealth maximizing behavior.

The above discussion implies that under any form of socialism, the state must retain effective ownership of the means of production. Mises's message is that if socialists understood the market process, they would have to grant individuals (a) the freedom to buy and sell nonhuman capital, and (b) the right to capture present values. However, this is precisely what they cannot do, if the essence of socialism is to be retained. Meanwhile, the lack of private property rights precludes the benefits of spontaneous market order, and necessitates deliberate investment planning. Consequently, even under decentralized socialism individual freedom will be precarious.

Friedrich von Hayek has also criticized market socialism along Misesian lines. In particular, he has expounded Mises's argument that without effective appropriability, prices and profits will be distorted. That is, they will not reflect the relevant knowledge of alternatives possessed by individual market participants. As Hayek says:

To assume that it is possible to create conditions of full competition without making those who are responsible for the decisions pay for their mistakes seems to be pure illusion.

Under private enterprise, individuals are both free and encouraged to use their unique knowledge to move resources to higher valued uses. Of course, individual perceptions about future profitability can be wrong. The benefit of freedom, however, is that individual plans can be quickly revised; thus increasing the probability of attaining market-clearing prices. In fact, only a small number of individuals need act on their limited knowledge of alternatives to generate socially beneficial results. This is because their limited individual fields of vision sufficiently overlap so that through many intermediaries the relevant information is communicated to all.

Therefore, although no central list of investment alternatives is available, the free market, in effect, generates such a result. Hayek criticizes socialists for failing to see that the economic problem is largely one of rapidly adjusting to changed circumstances, not known in their entirety by any single mind. Hence, he rejects the notion that some “super-bank” could deliberately bring about an efficient allocation of capital based on “pseudo-competition”. In fact, Hayek contends that market socialism would probably be more impractical than strict central planning; because, it tries to abolish central planning of investment without establishing private property rights in the means of production.

II. THE CASE OF YUGOSLAVIA

Emergence of Yugoslav market socialism

Yugoslav market socialism emerged in response to political-ideological disputes and was enforced by the government; it was not the result of spontaneous market forces. Furthermore, it seems that the designers of Yugoslav market socialism were unfamiliar with the earlier market socialist debate. There is no evidence, for example, that the Yugoslav leaders patterned their new institutional arrangement on Oscar Lange's model, or that they were aware of the “Austrian” criticisms of decentralized socialism.

The initial inducement to abolish Soviet style planning came on June 28, 1948 when Yugoslavia was expelled from the Communist party alliance by Stalin's Cominform Resolution. Although Yugoslav party leaders had criticized the excessive bureaucratization associated with Soviet style planning, and angered Stalin by delaying collectivization of agriculture, their expulsion from the communist bloc came as a shock. Hence, their initial reaction was to placate Stalin by pushing forward with central planning and collectivization. By 1950, however, Yugoslav leaders were again reacting to the imposition of strict central planning. In particular, Boris Kidric, Edvard Kardelj, and
Milovan Djilas were openly promoting a departure from the Soviet model. Kidric was the first to formulate a theoretical model of market socialism; therefore let us examine his position.

In 1950 Boris Kidric, chairman of the Yugoslav planning commission, laid out blueprints for decentralizing the Yugoslav economy. Using the notion of “socialist commodity production”, Kidric argued that during the transition to communism, the limited use of markets would not be inconsistent with Marxism, correctly interpreted. By “socialist commodity production”, he meant social rather than state ownership of the means of production and production by semi-autonomous, worker-managed enterprises. According to Kidric, social ownership would differ from state ownership, since workers would be given control over the means of production.

Besides giving worker-managed enterprises the right to use capital assets, Kidric proposed the following changes: (1) Enterprises were to be made economically responsible for their operations; (2) workers were to participate in the planning process, including the right to implement the state’s investment plans; and (3) workers’ councils were to acquire the right to distribute that part of enterprise income in excess of the planned amount. Any such “residual income” could then be used to increase personal income and/or be reinvested in the firm.

The implementation of Kidric’s scheme required dismantling the central planning apparatus, which by 1950 had become quite entrenched. Moreover, prices would have to be decontrolled and markets reestablished for commodities and the nonhuman factors of production. The first step along these lines came in July, 1950 when the “Law on Management of Enterprises” was passed. This law provided for workers’ management and reorganized the ministerial system of central planning. In December, 1951, the “Law on Planned Management of the National Economy” was enacted. This law provided for the decentralization of production planning. By the end of 1952 the general directorates and supply allocation plan had been abolished, giving enterprises greater autonomy in production planning. Furthermore, many prices were decontrolled by this time.

In December, 1953 enterprises were given social ownership of their capital assets by the “Law on Management of Fixed Capital by Enterprises”. According to Pejovich, it was this law that signaled the de facto turning point in the Yugoslav system. The subsequent transition to market socialism, however, was slow. It wasn’t until the 1957, 1961 and 1965 economic reforms that enterprises gained effective rights vis-à-vis the state. These reforms introduced the so-called “net income system” of distribution, and gave enterprises more autonomy over employment and investment decisions. Before discussing these reforms, let us consider the two basic features of Yugoslav market socialism: workers’ self-management and social ownership.

Workers’ management

Much has been written about workers’ management, and need not be repeated here. Rather, our purpose is to describe the basic rights and duties of the council, the management board, and the director.

The workers’ council. Council members are elected and can be dismissed by a majority vote of the collective. The council consists of 15 to 150 members elected for two-year terms. Three-fourths of the council has the right to hire, fire, and discipline workers. It also provided for the adoption of the “Rules on Labour Relations”, by which the council specifies employment conditions. However these rules must be submitted to a special commission for approval.

In 1957, the council acquired the legal right to distribute net income between personal incomes and “funds”. This right, however, did not become highly effective until 1965 because of various external constraints, which
will be discussed later. The council specified its distribution policy in its by-laws until 1961; thereafter distribution was internally regulated by the council’s adoption of the "Rules on the Distribution of Net Income". Another important right acquired by the Council in 1957 was the right to determine personal incomes, i.e. the right to prepare the pay scale. As we shall see, however, this right was narrowly limited until 1961, when the council acquired the right to independently adopt its "Rules on the Distribution of Personal Incomes". These rules state that the council should determine relative pay rates based on such criteria as education and skill level, job responsibility, and working conditions. At this point it is worthwhile to consider the process of income distribution in Yugoslav enterprises. The process begins when the council holds a general meeting at the end of the year to discuss distribution policy for the coming year. After hearing workers’ opinions, the council decides the division of planned net income between personal incomes and funds. The planned amount of personal incomes is then “pre-distributed” among the workers according to the pay scale. Workers, of course, will not know their actual personal incomes until the end of the year when the final accounts are settled. If the planned net income is achieved each month, workers will receive the full rate of pay according to the pay scale. Otherwise, they will receive proportionately more or less depending on whether the realized net income exceeds or falls short of the planned amount. Their personal incomes, however, cannot be reduced below the minimum guaranteed by law. In fact, Rikard Stajner points out that if the enterprise cannot meet the minimum personal income rate out of its reserve fund, the local commune must make up the difference. This, of course, will dull incentives to place resources in their highest valued uses.

The board of management. Board members are elected and dismissed by the council. The board consists of 3 to 11 members including the director, who is an ex officio member. Members are elected for one year and are limited to a maximum of two consecutive terms. Board members, like council members, are not entitled to remuneration for their official duties. During their term of office, however, they cannot be fired or transferred to another job without their consent. The duties of the board members are as follows. (1) They must submit periodical management reports to the council and assist in preparing the enterprise’s statute, rules, and plans. (2) They must implement the council’s policy decisions, other than those executed by the director. And, (3) they must monitor the director and his staff to ensure that their behavior conforms to the council’s policy objectives — perhaps their most important function. Various rights may be delegated to the board by the council. For example, the council may give the board the rights to: (a) decide upon the utilization of enterprise funds up to a specified amount, and (b) appoint and dismiss executives, except the director, subject to the council’s approval. Moreover, whenever the director’s position is vacant, the board has the right to occupy it until a new director is appointed.

The director. The director plays an important part in the day-to-day operation of the enterprise. He also has the competence and position to influence the council’s policy decisions. Of course his actual influence will be affected by his persuasive powers. Some of the more important rights of the director are: (1) The right to negotiate and sign contracts for specified amounts in the enterprise’s name. (2) The right to impose limited disciplinary measures. (3) The right to make proposals to the council regarding business operations. (4) The right to nullify any decision taken by the council or management board that is illegal. Other rights may be delegated to the director by the council; these are specified in the enterprise’s statute, its rules, and its regulations.

The procedure for hiring and firing the director should be noted. As of 1958, the director’s employment status was determined by the Communal People’s Committee. The 1963 Constitution transferred the right to appoint and dismiss the director to the workers’ council. The Constitution, however, still required the joint selection commission to hold a
public competition, and submit a list of no more than three candidates to the workers' council. This stipulation tends to limit the council's choice of director. Furthermore, any request for the director's dismissal must be approved by the joint commission.

In effect, the director is the legal guardian and technical manager of the enterprise. He is therefore somewhat of an intermediary between the state and the council. Moreover, unlike a private entrepreneur owner, the Yugoslav director's opportunity set is limited by the council's right to ratify major decisions; and his powers flow from the state. Hence, the director is in a rather tenuous position.

On the other hand, recall that workers are not remunerated for time spent at council meetings, etc. This implies that as the opportunity cost to workers of performing managerial functions increases, less of that activity should be observed, ceteris paribus. In fact, there has recently been some movement toward specialization in managerial functions. V. Tričković, for example, suggested in 1969 that a contractual relationship be established between the council and the professional staff, including the director. The professional managers' reappointment and pay would then depend on realizing the goals set by the council. Such a scheme was actually introduced by Sava, a Slovenian rubber factory, in 1970. It is too soon to tell, however, what implications such arrangements might have for the future of workers' self-management in Yugoslavia.

Social ownership

Ever since 1950 the Yugoslavs have been confronted with the problem of property rights. That is, they have been concerned with defining the enterprise's bundle of rights to take various actions and capture rewards vis-à-vis the state. The establishment of private property rights, of course, was out of the question. State ownership, however, was also rejected, since enterprises would have virtually no control over capital goods. Hence, in December 1953, Yugoslavia established "social ownership". Under this rights structure, workers' councils were given the right to use and dispose of the "social property" entrusted to their enterprises.

The council's right of use is exclusive in the sense that the social assets at the firm's disposal cannot be removed except by law — the council has the sole authority to delegate the right of use and disposal to the management board and director. Nevertheless, Yugoslav law provides for the following restrictions: (1) Enterprises must maintain the "book value" of their assets. That is, the council must (a) set aside monies for depreciation of fixed assets and (b) provide for capital losses resulting from the "sale" or misuse of capital goods before distributing personal incomes. (2) Enterprises must pay a tax on the book value of their fixed and working capital funds. Finally, (3) enterprises must reinvest any gain realized from the "sale" of capital goods.

Social ownership is the most important characteristic of the Yugoslav economy, and has affected all the rights changes that occurred during the 1960s. It means that no one can sell shares of common stock. Hence, workers will gain from their "investments" in the firm only if they remain employed. Furthermore, forcing firms to maintain the book value of their assets will impede the efficient allocation of capital. Consequently, social ownership affects both capital and labor mobility. Moreover, it restricts the free entry and exit of firms. Entry will depend mainly on the decisions of government officials, not on private investment decisions. Meanwhile, the exit of inefficient firms will be hampered by officials seeking to maintain employment.

Yugoslav economic reforms, 1957–1968

In 1957 the "net income system" of distribution was introduced. This replaced the so-called "profit system" that had been in existence since 1954. Under the net income system, workers are residual claimants, whose personal incomes depend on: (1) the size of enterprise net income, (2) the distribution of net income between personal incomes and funds, (3) the criteria used to determine the distribution of personal incomes, and (4) the number of workers. Hence, appropriability is affected by the council's effective rights to (a) distribute net income, (b) determine personal incomes and
control the volume of employment. The size of capturable net income, however, and hence the importance of any rights to net income will depend on the tax structure.

The 1961 and 1965 reforms caused important changes in the tax structure and in enterprise empowerments. In the following discussion, we will first summarize the relevant tax changes, then consider the impact of the 1961 and 1965 reforms on workers' effective claims to net income.

Changes in the tax structure

In 1960, the State siphoned off, through taxes, 56.8% of enterprises' net product (i.e. total revenue minus material costs and depreciation). The following taxes were of particular importance: (a) The capital tax, a flat 6% tax levied on the book value of an enterprise's fixed and working capital; (b) the turnover tax, an ad valorem tax ranging from 0 to 25% levied at the finished product stage; and (c) a steeply progressive tax on enterprise income, the rate of which depended on the ratio of income to the size of the minimum personal incomes fund. Other taxes of interest were those levied on the portion of net income allocated to gross personal incomes — the social security tax, the housing construction tax, and the personal income tax — and the 20% tax on allocations to the collective consumption fund.

The 1961 reform replaced the progressive tax on enterprise income with a proportionate tax rate of 15%. This increased enterprises' share in net product from 43.2% in 1960 to 51% in 1964. Moreover, it increased workers' take-home pay and thereby helped to correct some of the earlier disincentives to work. Various other taxes, however, still limited the size of their capturable rewards. The taxes levied on allocations to gross personal incomes, for example, left only 56% of that fund available for final distribution. In addition, there was a tax of 25% on that part of personal incomes exceeding the minimum guaranteed amount by more than 160%. Finally, a tax of 20% was levied on allocations to the business and collective consumption funds.

Further changes in the distribution structure were introduced by the 1965 reform. In particular, the 15% tax on enterprise income was abolished, and both the turnover and capital tax were virtually eliminated. Consequently, enterprises' share in net product increased from about 50% in 1964 to 56.5% in 1968. Moreover, subsidies and other forms of assistance to enterprises were substantially lowered, making workers somewhat more dependent on the success of their firms.

Another relevant aspect of the 1965 tax reform was the switch from favorable to unfavorable tax treatment of allocations to personal incomes relative to the business fund. During the 1961-1964 period, the personal income tax rate (paid by enterprises on the net income allocated to personal incomes) was 15%. Funds reinvested in the firm, on the other hand, were taxed at a rate of 20%. After the 1965 reform, however, the personal income tax rate dropped to 10.5%, while the tax on reinvested funds fell to zero.

In sum, the 1961 and 1965 tax reforms significantly increased the size of enterprises' net income. Moreover, the decrease in the capital tax meant that part of this increase in net income could be attributed to returns on capital. The importance of the enlarged net income, however, will depend on appropriability. Hence, we now turn to consider the effect of the reforms on workers' effective claims to net income.

Changes in workers' effective claims to net income

The 1957 reform gave the council the rights to independently distribute net income, determine personal incomes on the basis of the results of individual work plus the success of the enterprise, and appoint and dismiss workers. Because of various external constraints, however, the council's effective rights to distribute net income and determine personal incomes remained narrowly limited until 1961, when they were given real content, and 1965, when they became highly effective. Consequently, the ability of workers to capture net income in the form of take-home personal incomes differed in each of the three periods: (1) 1957-1960, in which workers had narrowly
limited claims to net income; (2) 1961–1964, in which workers acquired additional, but still rather limited claims to current net income; and (3) 1965–1968, in which workers acquired more effective and thus more valuable rights to net income. Each of these rights structures will be used to categorize a particular type of enterprise ownership form, namely: (1a) “narrowly-limited net income” enterprises, (2a) “limited net income” enterprises, and (3a) “net income-seeking” enterprises.

“Narrowly-limited net income” enterprises, 1957–1961. During the 1957–1960 period, the distribution of enterprise net income was influenced by the “producers’ council” of the local commune, which had the right to examine an enterprise’s financial statements. If the local producers’ council discovered that an enterprise’s distribution violated existing regulations, it could “recommend” the necessary changes. In the event the workers’ council did not comply with the recommendations, the communal people’s committee had two alternatives: it could refuse to make loans and/or it could refuse to act as guarantor for bank loan applications. If the council still refused to abide by the recommendations, the matter was handed over to the district council of producers for resolution. In practice, the recommendations were usually followed even though they had no legal force.

The adoption of the pay scale was also subject to a recommendation procedure in which the trade unions played an important part. The 1957 “Law on Labour Relations” stated that before an enterprise’s pay scale could become operative, it had to be approved by the communal people’s committee, or a commission appointed by it, and by the appropriate trade union. If the pay scale was not approved, the council was supposed to make the recommended changes. In the event such changes were not made, the matter was to be settled by the district council of arbitration. Its decision had to be incorporated into the enterprise’s “Regulations on the Determination of Personal Incomes.” The pay scale recommendations were not legally binding, but the available evidence indicates they were effective.

The 1957 “Law on Labour Relations” stipulated that workers’ councils could be assisted in the preparation of pay scales and in the determination of personal income differentials by entering into “pay scale agreements”. These agreements, worked out by trade union officials, representatives of economic chambers, and/or industrial trade unions, specified “the general criteria, grounds and methods” for determining workers’ personal incomes.

Pay scale agreements had to be approved by the Secretariat of Labour and Labour Relations of the Federal Executive Council. Their basic goal was to achieve “a unified pay scale policy in enterprises”. In order to accomplish this objective the 1959 agreements provided for: (1) the distribution of net income between personal income and funds; (2) the ratio between the highest and lowest pay scale rate; (3) personal income differentials for different skill categories; and (4) the general criteria for determining bonuses and production standards. Although these agreements were not legally binding, they were quite effective according to Štajner, in coordinating “wage rates for similar jobs within the same industry”.

Four other constraints should be mentioned. The first two pertain to the 1957–1960 period, or parts thereof, while the latter two are inherent features of the Yugoslav socio-economic system. (1) The 1959 and 1960 Federal Social Plans stipulated that for every amount earmarked for fixed capital at least 20% had to be set aside for working capital. This requirement limited the council’s freedom to distribute net income. (2) A regulation in effect from January 1958 to June 1959 restricted the net income that could be distributed as personal incomes: monthly and quarterly distributions were limited to the minimum personal incomes guaranteed by the State plus 50%. Only the Federal Executive Council could modify this limitation. (3) The supervisory powers of the Financial Inspectorate, the Social Accounting Service (Služba Drustvenog Književodstva), and the National Bank introduced further constraints. The Financial Inspectorate and the Social Accounting Service monitor enterprises’ accounts to ensure their legality and supply government officials, trade unions, etc.
with the information needed to evaluate performance. In particular, the Social Accounting Service provides a system of uniform accounts that facilitate intra and inter-industry comparisons. The National Bank and its branches help supervise the use of enterprises’ capital assets via their right to audit accounts of firms to whom credit has been extended. Enterprises are also required to finance about 25% of any investment loan. In effect, this motivates them to reinvest part of their net income. (4) Finally, the League of Communists is represented in the majority of enterprises. These units have no legal right to interfere with the self-management process, but their political influence can be significant.

In conclusion, it appears that the above methods of “social control”, particularly the communal recommendations and the pay scale agreements, narrowly limited the council’s right to distribute net income and determine personal incomes before 1961. This conclusion is supported by the observations of several well-known Yugoslav economists. Dusan Bilandžić, for example, stated that the institutional changes introduced by the 1957 reform had little effect due to the “administrative determination of the distribution and disposal of net income”. Likewise, Bajt points out that before 1961 “the system of wage formation . . . continued to be firmly centralized”. Finally, Ljubomir Madžar observed that “income distribution [i.e. the formation of personal incomes] was rather strictly regulated” prior to 1961. It appears, therefore, that in fact enterprises could not independently determine their distribution policies during the 1957–1960 period.

“Limited net income” enterprises, 1961–1964. In 1961, the constraints on personal income formation were removed. Hence, for the first time, enterprises became autonomous in their decisions affecting the distribution of net income and the determination of personal incomes. Such independence, however, was short-lived; controls limiting the free disposal of net income were reintroduced at the end of 1961. These controls became more pervasive during 1962 and 1963, and remained in effect until 1965.

The legislative package adopted by the Federal People’s Assembly in March 1961 is commonly referred to as the 1961 economic reform. The “Law on Changes and Supplements to the Law on Assets of Economic Organizations” and the “Law on Changes and Supplements to the Law on Labour Relations” were particularly important. The relevant articles of the refined texts of these laws, which were adopted on 15 April 1961, are discussed below.

The “Law on Assets of Economic Organizations of 1961” gave enterprises the right to independently distribute net income. Workers’ councils were responsible for laying down the “basis and criteria” for distributing net income between personal incomes and funds in their “Pravilnik o Raspodeli Cistog Prihoda” (“Rules on the Distribution of Net Income”). According to article 14, para. 1, these Rules also had to specify the principles for distributing personal incomes among workers. Article 16 obliged the council to behave “with the care of a good businessman” in determining distribution criteria. This meant that it should provide for the growth of enterprise investment funds and base personal incomes on productivity. Article 17, para. 1, stated that enterprises could enter into agreements concerning “the principles to be observed . . . in determining the bases and criteria for the distribution of net income”. Article 19 stipulated that the council must “allow workers to review the proposed rules” and must recognize their “observations and proposals”. Article 20 gave the communal authorities the right to examine the council’s draft of the Rules on the Distribution of Net Income. Finally, Article 21 provided that if the communal producers’ council considered the bases and criteria set forth in the Rules to be in violation of existing legal prescripts, it could recommend the appropriate changes. However, even though the workers’ council had to consider these recommendations, they were not legally binding. The same is true with regard to the council’s adoption of the Rules on the Distribution of Personal Income. It is important to note that trade unions lost their authority in the area of personal income formation in 1961.
Furthermore, pay scale agreements could become effective without the approval of the communal authorities.\(^{118}\)

Yugoslav economists and others familiar with the 1961 reform agree, in general, that it effectively abolished the major social controls applied during the 1957–1960 period — making the workers’ councils virtually free to distribute net income and determine personal incomes.\(^{119}\)

On December 29, 1961, however, the Federal People’s Assembly adopted the “Recommendation on the Distribution of Net Income in Work Collectives”.\(^{120}\) Its purpose was to remind enterprises that any increases in personal incomes should be tied to “the results of work and management”. Nevertheless, the newly acquired freedom to determine personal incomes led enterprises to increase personal incomes far in excess of productivity gains.\(^{121}\) Consequently, the Federal Assembly passed a law on 9 April 1962 that provided for the formation of commissions to implement regulations on the distribution of net income.\(^{122}\) And, on 13 April 1962, the Federal Executive Council adopted the “Instruction on the Implementation of the Principles and General Standards for the Distribution of Net Income in the Rules of Economic Organizations”.\(^{123}\)

Article 1, para. 1 of this Instruction required enterprises to incorporate various “principles and general standards” into their “Rules” governing the distribution of net income and personal incomes. Enterprises were to distribute net income (to personal incomes and collective consumption) in accordance with their business success and provide for their growth by reinvesting part of their net income.\(^{124}\) Article 3 stipulated that in their net income distribution, enterprises must consider not only the amount of net income realized, but also “the conditions under which it was realized”. Article 5 ruled out price increases as a justification for increasing personal incomes.

Finally, Article 8 of the 1962 Instruction required enterprises to use a distribution formula in determining the per cent of net income earmarked for personal incomes.\(^{125}\) This formula specified that in order to increase the ratio of personal incomes to net income in the current year, there must be a decrease in the current year’s ratio of capital to labor relative to the previous year. Hence, insofar as this guideline to use labor intensive methods of production,\(^{126}\) The 1962 formula, however, was somewhat inconsistent: on the one hand it rewarded increased productivity, which depends on increases in the ratio of capital to labor, and on the other hand it provided an incentive to reduce capital intensity!

The 1962 Instruction required enterprises to submit their “Rules on the Distribution of Net Income” to the appropriate Communal Commission. If illegalities were found, the commission could recommend changes. In the event that the workers’ council did not accept the recommendation, the communal officials could suspend the enterprise Rules. The council had the right to appeal to the Republic Commission whose decision was final.\(^{127}\)

On 7 May 1963, the Instruction of 1962 was superseded by the “Instruction on the Implementation of the Principles of the Distribution of Net Income of Economic Organizations”.\(^{128}\) This new Instruction abolished the distribution formula of 1962. Article 9 provided for the establishment of various success criteria by the Federal Secretariat for Work in conjunction with the Central Council of the Confederation of Yugoslav Trade Unions and the Federal Economic Chamber. These criteria, referred to as the “uniform indicators of business success” (“jedinstveni pokazatelji poslovnog uspeha”), were supposed to help enterprises analyze their operations and guide them in the distribution of net income and personal income.\(^{129}\) On 3 July 1963, the “Agreement on the Uniform Indicators of Business Success of Economic Organizations” was adopted. It established three types of uniform indicators: the “uniform indicators of business success”; “net indicators of the conditions of business” (e.g. capital per worker); and the “uniform indicators of distribution” (e.g. gross personal incomes per worker).\(^{130}\)

According to Bajt, the 1962 and 1963 “Instructions” were not very effective.\(^{131}\) L. Madzar agrees; he thinks that the controls introduced after 1960 were not highly restric-
tive. In particular, he argues that "the period after 1960 can be treated, by and large, as the period of the free formation of personal income". Within this period, however, he distinguishes between the years before the 1965 reform and those thereafter. Hence, his division is consistent with the one independently adopted in this paper.

In conclusion, although the controls introduced in 1962 and 1963 did not effectively constrain the council's right to distribute personal incomes, they did tend to limit the free disposal of net income until 1965. Therefore, the 1960–1964 period can be viewed as one in which workers' rights to net income were substantially enlarged relative to the 1957–1960 period, but still somewhat limited relative to the 1965–1968 period.

"Net income-seeking" enterprises, 1965–1968. The 1965 reform abolished the commissions that had been set up to regulate the distribution of net income in enterprises and the 1963 Instruction. The removal of these restrictions made the worker's councils virtually free to distribute net income in accordance with their "Rules on the Distribution of Income" (Pravilnik o Raspodeli Dohotka). Some forms of social control still remained, but were not legally binding; they merely sought to keep increases in personal incomes in line with increased productivity through voluntary measures. Thus, they did not interfere with the rights granted by the 1965 reform. As Hanze-ković pointed out in 1968:

From 1965 onward there have been no more regulations which define how economic organizations must distribute their income.

Virtually all Yugoslav economists and others familiar with the reform measures agree that enterprises acquired greater independence in distributing their net income between personal incomes and funds relative to the earlier periods. A careful investigation of the literature indicates that the council's newly acquired legal right to independently distribute net income was effective after 1965. Hence, even though we cannot see a black-and-white distinction between pre-1965 (i.e. 1961–1964) and post-1965 rights to income, we assume that workers' rights to income expanded and became more effective as a result of the 1965 reform.

III. SOME IMPLICATIONS OF THE REFORMS

We have seen that the 1961 and 1965 reforms: (a) increased the size of enterprise net income; (b) virtually eliminated the tax on the firm's capital value; and (c) gave workers more effective claims to their firm's net income, including the return to capital. These changes in effective appropriability will differentially affect the workers' council's employment and investment behavior in capital-rich and capital-poor firms and industries. Before deriving these implications, however, we must keep in mind that one right which workers never acquired is the right to capture present value changes resulting from their investments in the firm. As previously mentioned, this lack of private property rights in nonhuman capital means that workers can only capture current net income; i.e. they must stay with their firm if they are to realize the expected increase in future income stemming from their investments in the firm. This point deserves further elaboration.

In Yugoslavia the worker can be thought of as having two investment alternatives: (1) He can invest in his firm's capital stock by allocating net income to the business fund; or (2) he can allocate net income to personal income and then invest in a savings certificate paying a fixed rate of interest (i). These investment alternatives differ, of course, since the first is socially owned, while the second is privately owned. The implication of this is that the rate of return (r) on the socially owned investment must exceed that on the privately owned investment to make workers indifferent between the two alternatives. Moreover, the extent of this difference will depend on the average length of employment desired by members of the firm (τ). In particular, as τ increases, the rate of return (r*) required on socially owned assets to make the council
indifferent between the two investment alternatives declines and approaches $i$. For example, given an $i$ of 5%, $r^*$ will be 23, 13, 9 and 8% respectively for "$t$ values" of 5, 10, 15 and 20 years.\(^{(142)}\)

In sum, the important points to note are that: (1) rates of return on alternative investments in Yugoslavia are not directly comparable because of the differences in property rights; and (2) the desired tenure of workers with their firms will affect the amount of net income which they voluntarily reinvest in their firms' capital stock. On the other hand, if workers had private property rights in nonhuman capital, there would be no such relationship between employment and investment behavior. Workers would not have to be employed by an enterprise in order to invest in it, since they would not have to remain with that firm in order to capture expected income streams. That is, if Yugoslav workers had private ownership rights in capital goods, they could immediately realize expected future increments in net income by selling their claims in a private capital market. Clearly, the lack of capital markets in Yugoslavia hampers capital and labor mobility. Wachtel, for example, notes that:

If the worker decides to remain with the enterprise because his personal income has been deferred to some future period, when he would otherwise have changed employment, then severe immobilities will have been introduced into the labor market.\(^{(143)}\)

We shall now look into this phenomenon more carefully.

**Differences in average lengths of desired employment in capital-rich and capital-poor firms.**

The effect of the 1961 and 1965 reforms on the average length of employment desired by members of capital-rich and capital-poor firms is a complex problem. To approach it, we must first recall that $t$, the average length of employment desired, depends on capturable future net income-per-worker; that is, on expected personal income-per-worker. Second, we must recognize that under the net income system, personal income-per-worker depends on net income-per-worker. Thus, firms with above average net income-per-worker will tend to have above-average personal income-per-worker. Furthermore, workers in such firms will tend to have longer average periods of desired employment than in firms with below-average net income-per-worker. In the following discussion, we shall specify the major determinants of interfirm net income-per-worker, one of which is capital-per-worker. We shall then analyze the impact of the reforms on the relation between capital-per-worker and net income-per-worker and personal income-per-worker on the other. Of particular importance will be the effect of the 1961 and 1965 reforms on the capturability of implicit interest income from the socially owned capital assets at firms' disposal. From this analysis we will derive predicted differences in $t$, i.e. average length of employment, between capital-rich and capital-poor firms.

Three major reasons for interenterprise net income-per-worker differentials can be specified.\(^{(144)}\) First, there may be differences in monopoly power and/or privilege. Some firms may have control over their prices, and/or be subsidized by the government. Second, there may be differences in implicit interest income according to the size of the firm's capital stock, and depending on the capital tax. If the capital tax, which may be thought of as an "interest rate" paid to the State on the value of the firm's capital assets, is less than the opportunity cost of capital, part of the firm's net income will consist of implicit returns to capital. Firms that have been endowed with a large amount of capital-per-worker will have relatively high net income-per-worker, insofar as implicit interest income can be captured.

Finally, there may be differences in the quality of entrepreneurship, especially if the entrepreneurial functions are performed by a collective — with all members participating in management, innovation, and risk-bearing. These differences in the quality of entrepreneurship may cause differences in net income-per-worker.

We are primarily interested in the effect of the reforms on differences in $t$ between capital-rich and capital-poor firms. In the
following discussion we shall assume that differences in monopoly power and/or privilege, and differences in entrepreneurial quality, are not important sources of interfirm net income-per-worker differentials.

Let us consider the impact of the 1961 and 1965 reforms in the relation between capital-per-worker and net income-per-worker. Before the 1961 reform, differences in capital-per-worker should not have been responsible for very large differences in net income-per-worker or personal income-per-worker. There are several reasons for this. First, the tax on capital was relatively high at 6%. If we assume that this tax effectively siphoned off most implicit interest income, differences in capital-per-worker should not have been an important determinant of interfirm net income-per-worker differentials. Second, the progressive tax on enterprise income should have reduced interfirm net income-per-worker differentials, thus further reducing any interfirm differences in net income-per-worker due to capital-per-worker. Finally, personal income-per-worker differentials were narrowly limited before 1961, so that any differences in net income-per-worker due to capital-per-worker should not have shown up as large differences in take-home pay.

After the 1961 reform, however, we would expect differences in capital-per-worker to have a greater impact on differences in net income-per-worker and personal income-per-worker. Although the legal rate of tax on capital remained at 6% until 1964, the effective rate averaged only 2.5% in 1963. This implies that after 1961 enterprises could capture relatively greater implicit interest income from the capital assets at their disposal. In addition, the replacement of the progressive tax on enterprise income by a proportionate tax of 15% should have allowed more of the implicit interest income to be reflected in net income-per-labor. Finally, the removal of most effective controls on the distribution of net income should have allowed the differences in net income-per-worker (assumed here to be due to differences in capital-per-worker) to be reflected more fully in differences in personal income-per-worker.

The 1965 reform reduced the legal rate of tax on capital from 6% to 3.5%. The effective rate, however, was judged to be about 1.3% in 1966. Moreover, all taxes on enterprise income were removed in 1965. Thus, the 1965 reform should have allowed differences in capital-per-worker to show up to a greater extent as differences in interfirm net income-per-worker. Finally, the removal of all remaining controls on the distribution of net income in 1965 should have allowed differences in implicit interest income to be even more completely reflected in interfirm differences in personal income-per-worker.

The preceding line-of-reasoning suggests that firms with above average capital-per-worker should have above average net income-per-worker, and thus above average personal income-per-worker. In turn, this implies that workers in capital-rich firms should have longer average lengths of desired employment than in capital-poor firms. Furthermore, the foregoing analysis suggests that personal income-per-worker differentials between capital-rich and capital-poor firms, and thus interfirm personal income-per-worker differentials, should have increased over the 1957–1968 period. This further implies that differences in $t$ between capital-rich and capital-poor firms, and therefore interfirm differences in $t$, should have increased over the 1957–1968 period as rights to net income became more valuable.

Using cross-sectional multiple regression analysis, we found that the evidence from both industry-wide and individual firm data were consistent with our hypothesis that capital-rich firms have higher net income-per-worker than capital-poor firms. However, the industry-wide multiple regressions were more appropriate, since in them we attempted to control for the effects of monopoly power and quality of entrepreneurship on net income-per-worker.

We also found evidence to support our hypothesis that interenterprise personal income-per-worker differentials increased over the 1957–1968 period. Using the coefficient of variation to measure interenterprise personal income-per-worker differentials in the textile industry, we found that the coefficient of variation increased from 0.206 in 1960, to 0.276...
in 1963, to 0.432 in 1967. Similar results were obtained using interindustry data.146

Finally, it might be noted that, in theory, differences in capital-per-worker should not result in differences in personal income-per-worker under socialism. Yugoslav firms have the right to use the capital goods at their disposal, but they have no ownership title, and must pay a tax on the value of their capital stock. The purpose of this tax, you recall, is to siphon off implicit interest income. Thus, if this “interest rate” reflects the true cost of capital services, differences in capital-per-worker should not affect interenterprise personal income-per-worker differentials.

Using a variant of two-stage least squares regression analysis, we found that for selected years (each year selected to represent a particular rights structure) the evidence both from the textile industry data and Korač’s interindustry data suggest that enterprises do capture part of the income flowing from their capital assets. Hence, it appears that interenterprise and interindustry personal income-per-worker differentials can be attributed, at least in part, to differences in implicit interest income, resulting from differences in capital intensity.147

We can now derive a specific implication about the behavior of Yugoslav firms. Workers in capital-rich firms will have longer average periods of desired employment \( t \) than workers in capital-poor firms, since such firms will have above-average income-per-worker in each successive period. Moreover, as the workers’ rights, including the “right of use”, became more valuable over the 1957–1968 period, interenterprise differentials in \( t \) should have increased due to the spread in interenterprise personal income-per-worker differentials.150 This means, given our assumptions, that differences in \( t \) between capital-rich and capital-poor firms should also have increased. We can now state this line of argument more succinctly:

**Implication No. 1.** Workers in capital-rich firms will have longer average lengths of desired employment \( t \) than in capital-poor firms in each successive period. And, this difference will increase as workers’ rights, including the “right of use”, become more valuable.

To test this implication we would have liked to proceed as discussed earlier and find for each rights structure, the average length of employment desired by workers in the various circumstances. If we found little difference between the average length of contractual employment in the average capital-rich and average capital-poor firm before 1960, a greater difference after the 1961 reform, and an even greater difference after the 1965 reform, we would have evidence to support Implication No. 1. However, such data is not available. Therefore, we resorted to a less rigorous method of checking this implication.

The quit rate \( QR \) was used as a proxy for \( t \). Quit rate data, however, were not available before 1964, so our ability to check Implication No. 1 was further limited. Moreover, since quit rate data were available only by industry, we could not examine differences in interenterprise behavior. Nevertheless, we were able to examine interindustry behavior, which is assumed to follow a pattern similar to that predicted for interfirm behavior. Our procedure was to initially examine interindustry differences in \( t \), as measured by the \( QR \), and then analyze these differences for 1964 and 1966, using a regression model of interindustry quit rates.151

Our statistical results confirmed that the quit rate is negatively related to capturable rewards, as measured by adjusted personal income-per-worker.152 Although the regression coefficient was not statistically significant, we believe that if the average length of desired employment \( t \) could be measured more precisely, one would find a statistically significant positive relationship between \( t \) and personal income-per-worker. Thus, we interpret the positive relationship found between personal income-per-worker and capital-per-worker to mean that workers in capital-rich firms have longer average lengths of desired employment than workers in capital-poor firms, ceteris paribus, in each successive period.

Moreover, we observed that interindustry quit rate differentials, as measured by the coefficient of variation, increased from 38.3% in 1964 to 49.1% in 1966, and to 52.2% in 1967.153 We interpret this to mean that differences in average lengths of desired em-
ployment behavior between capital-rich and capital-poor industries widened as workers' property rights became more valuable. A crucial link in this reasoning is that capital-rich industries have above average income-per-worker.

Differences in average investment behavior in capital-rich and capital-poor firms.

Given the link between employment and investment behavior in the Yugoslav firm, a corollary to Implication No. 1. can be derived. Namely:

**Implication No. 2.** Workers' councils in capital-rich firms will voluntarily distribute a larger fraction of their net income to the Business Fund relative to capital-poor firms, in each successive period.

That is, the longer average period of employment desired by workers in capital-rich relative to capital-poor firms would lead us to expect workers' councils in those firms to reinvest relatively more of their net income, ceteris paribus.

Our evidence confirmed that capital-rich firms have tended to reinvest more than capital-poor firms. However, it is difficult to say anything about how differences in investment behavior between these two sets of firms will change as rights to income become more valuable.\(^\text{154}\)

**Property rights changes and interfirm personal income-per-worker differentials**

Earlier we showed that even in the absence of differences in reinvestment between capital-rich and capital-poor firms, personal income-per-worker differentials between such firms should have increased as rights to income became more valuable over the 1957–1968 period. Our empirical evidence supported this hypothesis. We found that both interfirm and interindustry personal income-per-worker differentials increased over the 1957–1968 period.\(^\text{155}\)

Implication No. 3 also applies to interindustry personal income-per-worker differentials.

We have already indicated that income-per-worker differentials increased over the 1957–1968 period. In addition, this variance was analyzed and found to be largely consistent with Implication No. 3.\(^\text{157}\) Finally, our findings tend to support (and our theory helps explain) the popular contention in Yugoslavia that:

\[
\ldots \text{a major current problem of the system is, , , , the discrepancy between rich and poor enterprises, the rich ones allegedly having too small a work force, paying a too high a wage, and preserving their relative wealth by relatively heavy investment.}^{158}\]

**Resource misallocation**

At this point, let us consider the implications of our results for resource misallocation. In addition, let us examine several proposals by Yugoslav economists to dampen the increase in personal income-per-worker differentials.

**Misallocation and capital markets**

If workers are tied to their firms by the investments they make in non-owned assets, it seems that the *sine qua non* of an efficient allocation of resources in Yugoslavia is the
creation of a capital market. Under existing conditions, even though rates of return may be higher in capital-poor firms relative to capital-rich firms, there may not be any flow of capital from one group to another.\textsuperscript{150} Capital resources will therefore be misallocated, since there are higher valued investment alternatives that are not being utilized. The socially desirable flow of resources, of course, will be from lower valued uses, e.g. in capital-rich firms to the higher valued uses, say in capital-poor firms. However, this does not occur because of the absence of a free capital market.

On the other hand, capital-rich firms will tend to have higher net income-per-worker, and therefore higher personal income-per-worker than capital-poor firms, regardless of the alternative social cost of different categories of labor. As Madzar says, the payment of labor according to enterprise net income does not guarantee:

\[ \ldots \text{that a given category of the labor force will be equally rewarded in alternative jobs. This implies apparently a certain inefficiency in the allocation of resources.} \textsuperscript{160} \]

If the value of labor's marginal products is in fact higher in the capital-rich firms, the value of society's output could be increased by the movement of workers from capital-poor to capital-rich firms. Workers, however, are prevented from moving to their highest valued uses by the institutions of social ownership and workers' management.\textsuperscript{161}

Social ownership has a tendency to tie workers to their firms, since they must remain with their firms to capture any increments in future net income resulting from their investments in non-owned assets. Moreover, making workers "residual claimants" rather than wage earners causes workers' councils to be somewhat reluctant to hire new workers. They are reluctant because new members of the collective would share in the fruits of past investments, even though they incurred no sacrifice.

The introduction of a capital market would divorce the investment and employment decisions, make rates of return on alternative investments directly comparable, and provide for capital and labor mobility. Moreover, the existence of a competitively determined market rate of interest, reflecting the scarcity value of capital, would mean that rational investment decisions could be made. Thus, capital would tend to flow to its highest valued uses. Finally, once a share market was introduced, specialization in management and control (ownership) could occur. Workers would lose their status as residual claimants and a competitive labor market would emerge. In such a market, of course, workers would tend to be paid a wage rate reflecting what they could earn in their next best alternative. Thus, the value of labor's marginal product in alternative uses would tend toward equality, implying an efficient allocation of resources.

These institutional changes would almost certainly remove the sources of behavior that we believe have led to increases in interfirm and interindustry personal income-per-worker differentials. They would also enhance individual freedom. Nevertheless, it would be sheer folly to think that such changes, which require private property rights in the means of production, would be instituted in a socialist country. What is fascinating is that the Yugoslavs have gone so far towards a market orientated economy, while retaining social ownership of nonhuman capital resources. This, however, is precisely their impasse.

Yugoslav policy proposals

Given the ideological constraints on private ownership, the following alternatives appear open to Yugoslav officials as ways to mitigate the increase in interfirm pay differentials. (1) Provide for interfirm capital mobility and give workers more complete claims to the income expected from their investments in the firm. (2) Promote integration of smaller firms within an industry. (3) Reintroduce controls on the formation of personal incomes, and increase taxes on enterprise income and capital. Let us consider the actions that have been taken along these lines.

Improving the investment atmosphere. Before 1963, enterprises having excess funds could not invest in other firms. Hence, these excess funds would be distributed as personal incomes, or
reinvested in the firm, even if there were more attractive investments in other firms. The 1963 Constitutional Amendment XXII, however, allowed interfirm investment, subject to the constraint that interest earned on funds invested in other firms should not be paid out as personal incomes. Nevertheless, if firms can share in the distribution of net income created by loans to other firms, this implies that they will be able to pay out higher personal incomes. According to Madzar, such a solution would not be ideologically acceptable, since it would allow enterprises to capture interest income.\[^{162}\]

With respect to giving workers a less uncertain claim to their investment income, Yugoslav policy has been rather silent. However, some Yugoslavs are beginning to realize the need for promoting investment incentives by establishing more effective claims to net income arising from investments in the firm's capital stock.

D. Dubravčić, for example, recognizes that the lack of private property rights in capital goods means that workers must stay with their firm in order to capture expected increments to future net income resulting from their investment in the firm.\[^{163}\] He therefore proposes the following method of giving workers less uncertain claims to investment income:

> Procedures could be set up to "transfer" certain claims of older workers to pension funds, and even a system of bond issues to members of the co-operative could be envisioned.\[^{164}\]

According to Dubravčić, such a scheme would undermine socialist ideology of payment according to labor.\[^{165}\] Hence, the plausibility of such a scheme being adopted is slight.

Aleksander Bajt also recognizes the need for some sort of capital market. His proposal is that since Yugoslav workers act as if they own the means of production they should be given legal property rights to their firms' assets. He believes such a transfer of legal title from the state to worker-managed enterprises would allow a freer flow of nonhuman resources, improve entrepreneurial decision making, and enhance economic efficiency. Bajt, however, would not allow workers to have any effective claims to present values. The state would retain effective property rights in capital, by which Bajt means "the undifferentiated income invested in all previous periods in order to increase the productive capacities of the economy". To assure that capital income flows into the state budget and is not appropriated by enterprises, Bajt would have the state place an "adequate" interest charge on capital. Hence, in his scheme, workers would be rewarded only for their labor input plus entrepreneurship, but not for changes in capital value which belong to the state. According to Bajt, this distribution scheme would be consistent with the socialist principle "to everybody according to his work".\[^{166}\]

There are many difficulties with Bajt's proposal. The main problem, however, is his assumption that giving enterprises legal (but not effective) property rights in their assets will lead to a more efficient allocation of nonhuman capital. We have already seen that without effective appropriability entrepreneurs will not be strongly motivated to efficiently utilize their unique knowledge. This means the competitive search process will be thwarted, true capital markets will not emerge, and interest rates will not reflect the scarcity value of capital. Under Bajt's quasi-ownership scheme, therefore, it is doubtful if nonhuman capital resources could or would be placed in their highest valued uses.

### Integration.

The integration of capital-poor firms could reduce interfirm differences in capital-per-worker, if jobs were eliminated in the process. Integration would then tend to reduce interfirm differentials in net income-per-worker, and thereby reduce interfirm differentials in personal income-per-worker. Yugoslav economists appear to accept the merger route as a justifiable means of reducing personal income-per-worker differentials among firms.\[^{167}\] In fact, M. Dautović points out that one of the goals of the 1965 reform was to foster integration, and "to favor enterprises which combine into various forms of association".\[^{168}\] In his study of economic integration, Dautović found that between 1958 and 1966, the number of medium-sized enterprises employing 125 workers or less decreased substantially, while the number of larger-sized firms
increased. He also found that most enterprises that integrated in 1965 and 1966 were in the same branch or group. Dautović's findings suggest that smaller firms were integrating with each other (hence the reduction in the number of medium-size firms) to strengthen their position in the market vis-à-vis the richer firms.

We might mention that on January 26, 1967, the Federal Assembly's Economic Chamber adopted the "Recommendation on the Further Development of Economic Integration and Business Cooperation". This measure recommended that Yugoslavia:

- Build into the existing system adequate solutions which would permit a freer movement of accumulated capital, a freer capital market and the elimination of state methods of concentration of investment capital.

It appears that some Yugoslav officials are beginning to recognize the need for greater capital mobility but are prevented from introducing private ownership, which is the prerequisite for a true capital market, by their ideological commitments.

Reintroducing controls on personal income formation, and increasing taxes on enterprise income and capital. In the final analysis, of course, Yugoslav officials can always resort to personal income controls, and/or higher taxes on enterprises' income and on the value of their capital assets. This measure would certainly dampen the increase in interfirm personal income-per-worker differentials. However, the price would be a revision towards a centrally controlled economy. Nevertheless, given the constraints on the introduction of a private capital market, the Yugoslavs may have little choice in the matter. In fact, since the end of 1967, various controls have been reintroduced along with a tax on the income of specific enterprises.

E. Berković points out that: (1) At the end of 1967 controls were imposed on increases in personal incomes of those persons earning relatively high incomes in the following areas: "banks, power production and distribution, foreign trade, commercial agencies, social security offices and business associations". (2) A tax was placed on the income of enterprises in banking and foreign trade in order to prevent workers in these areas from earning excessive personal incomes due to privileged conditions. (3) Finally in 1968, the "Law Governing the Determination and Distribution of Income to Enterprises" was enacted. This law provided for "social consultation and agreements" among business associations, trade unions, and political organs in order to jointly settle questions relating to the formation of personal incomes. The law aims at making personal income differentials depend more closely on "the results of work", and...

None of these measures has been very successful in dealing with the problem of widening income-per-worker differentials. In fact, if the hypotheses of this study are correct, Yugoslav officials are headed in the wrong direction as evidenced by their abolishment of the capital tax in 1971. Such a move will probably exacerbate rather than mitigate their problems.

IV. CONCLUSION

The theme of our paper has been that markets without private property rights are an illusion. In Yugoslavia, the absence of private property rights in nonhuman capital not only prevents true capital markets from emerging, it also hampers the efficient operation of labor markets. This occurs because without saleable rights to present values, workers must remain employed with their firm if they want to capture the expected increments in future net income.

The 1961 and 1965 economic reforms sought to decentralize investment decision making and enlarge workers' claims to net income. It was hoped that this would generate a more efficient market economy and, in particular, provide for a more efficient allocation of investment funds. The difficulty, however, is that although Yugoslav leaders want the results of freedom, their socialist doctrines prevent them from introducing the prerequisite of
freedom, namely, private property rights. Moreover, as a socialist state, they find it difficult to abandon deliberate planning of investment.

The Yugoslav reforms are bound to fail in their attempts at decentralization; because spontaneous market order can only be generated via a competitive process, which requires private property rights, i.e. effective appropriability. Moreover, without private property rights in nonhuman capital, both the freedom of investors and entrepreneurs, as well as the freedom of workers will be attenuated.

In fact, our empirical results, while they must be interpreted carefully, tend to support these conclusions. We found that the reforms increased the spread in personal income-per-worker between capital-rich and capital-poor firms. Finally, we attributed this to an institutional arrangement which encourages workers in capital-rich firms to have relatively longer desired lengths of employment and reinvest relatively more than workers in capital-poor firms.

NOTES

1. We judge resource misallocation solely in terms of whether resources flow to those uses valued most highly by individual consumers. Our criterion therefore rests on individual freedom. Accordingly, any impairment of individual freedom to buy and sell factors prevents the spontaneous market order from emerging and reduces the value of output to consumers.

2. “Capital-rich” firms (industries) are those having higher than average capital-per-worker ratios relative to the industry (industry-wide) average, and conversely for “capital-poor” firms (industries).


7. The “rule of law” states that laws should be in the nature of universal rules of just conduct equally applicable to all. For an excellent discussion of the importance of the rule of law in a free society, see Friedrich A. Hayek, The Constitution of Liberty (Chicago: Henry Regnery Co., 1960), chaps. 10 and 14.


9. The following line-of-argument is based on Mises’s “Economic Calculation In Socialism”, in Bornstein, pp. 120–126.


14. Hayek, “The Use of Knowledge in Society”, in I&EO, p. 86. According to Hayek, the price and profit system is a mechanism for conveying information about changes in demand and supply conditions. The value of this system is that it gets individuals to conserve resources for higher valued uses, even if they are unaware of the reasons for the initial price change. Hayek, “The Use of Knowledge”, pp. 86–87.

15. Let us apply Hayek’s ideas to investment behavior. Suppose there is a shift in relative demands so that consumers want more X and less Y. In the loanable funds market there will now be a planned excess demand for investment funds for use in the X industry. Entrepreneurial alertness will then lead to a bidding up of the interest rate on funds for use in X (relative to Y). Consequently, a new short-run equilibrium will emerge in which the return on investment in X will exceed the return in Y. This differential return will then signal and induce investors to transfer...
monies from Y to X. Over the long-run, as more investors perceive the changed conditions, even more funds will be redirected from Y to X until the differential return vanishes. Consequently, even though the capital stock remains constant, its value to consumers increases, since resources flow to higher valued uses.

For the above sequence to occur, it is only necessary that a few entrepreneurs perceive the relative demand change, and that they be free and motivated to act on their knowledge. A price differential will then emerge which will induce capitalists to shift funds from Y to X. At the end of the process, the great majority of individuals participating in the reallocation will not know the original cause of the price differential.

This process, of course, is simply an illustration of the so-called "second fundamental law of demand". That is, "in the long run, more resources, human and nonhuman, and more customers will shift in response to a given difference in wages, investment returns, or product prices and qualities than in the short run". Sanborn, What, How, For Whom, p. 226. Also see Armen Alchian and William R. Allen, Exchange and Production: Competition, Coordination, and Control (Belmont, Calif.: Wadsworth Publishing Co., 1977), pp. 62-64 and p. 373.

15. This idea, of course, is one of Hayek's great insights and is best expressed by his statement that: "The mere fact that there is one price for any commodity . . . brings about the solution which (it is just conceptually possible) might have been arrived at by one single mind possessing all the information which is in fact dispersed among all the people involved in the process". Hayek, "The Use of Knowledge", in I&EO, p. 86. For an application of this idea to entrepreneurial investment decision-making, see Sanborn, p. 257.

16. For Hayek's definition of the economic problem of society, see "The Use of Knowledge", in I&EO, pp. 77-78 and pp. 83-84.


19. For a detailed listing of the constraints on Yugoslav enterprise behavior during the so-called "administrative period" (1947-1952), see the "Basic Law on State Economic Undertakings", Svetozar Pejović and Ivan Paj, workers' Self-Management in Yugoslav Undertakings (Zagreb: Ekonomski Institut Zagreb, 1970), pp. 35-44.

20. See Milenkovitch, Plan and Market, pp. 62-68 and pp. 77-80. It is interesting to note that Kardelj was advocating, on the basis of Marxist-Leninist principles, the adoption of workers' councils as early as July 1949. Milenkovitch, pp. 65-66.
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